Coffee table Baby’s First Book in simple and cool design. The book has many special features, like 12 monthly cards, family tree, envelopes for special memories and plenty of space for inserting photos. The hard cover ensures a long lifetime. Available in pink and turquoise. Coffee table Baby’s First Book in simple and cool design. The book has many special features, like 12 monthly cards, family tree, envelopes for special memories and plenty of space for inserting photos. The hard cover ensures a long lifetime. Available in pink and turquoise. See more ideas about Baby signs, Signs, Baby. Baby Signs educational products. Books, DVDs, music CDs and other resources to help parents and professionals learn to communicate with pre-verbal infants and toddlers. Baby Signs in the Classroom. Potty Training. Baby Signs Logo gifts, t-shirts, apparel. Miscellaneous. Quick Reference Guide, Flip Guides and Charts. Baby sign language is the use of manual signing allowing infants and toddlers to communicate emotions, desires, and objects prior to spoken language development. With guidance and encouragement signing develops from a natural stage in infants development known as gesture. These gestures are taught in conjunction with speech to hearing children, and are not the same as a sign language. Some common benefits that have been found through the use of baby sign programs include an increased parent-child bond. This first signing guide for hearing and deaf children contains over forty key signs. Designed for parents and carers to share with babies, with it's simple and clear instructions and endearing illustrations, this book is an ideal introduction to signing. A helpful tip is given at the bottom of each page to help beginners get started. Makaton compatible.